This experiment examined the whole-partial effect of overtraining in concurrent discriminations using two different sensory modality tasks (tactual and visual task) and assessed the effect against single discrimination training in rats. Overtraining facilitated reversals in both Group W, in which rats were given concurrent training on two tasks in the original learning before both tasks were reversed, and Group S, in which rats were trained only on the tactual task before it was reversed. Overtraining retarded reversal in Group P, in which rats were given the same training as in Group W in original learning, but only the tactual task was reversed. After overtraining, Groups Wand S reversed more rapidly than Group P. After criterion training, Group P reversed more rapidly than Group W, which reversed more rapidly than Group S. These findings indicate that rats form stimulus classes (i.e., cross-modal stimulus classes) between the discriminative stimuli of two different sensory modalities with the same response assignment during overtraining in two concurrent discriminations as well as between the discriminative stimuli of the same sensory modality.
associations (i.e., shape-color). Thus, a specific question remains. Do rats form stimulus classes or stimulus-stimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli of two different sensory modalities, for example stimulus-stimulus associations between a visual stimulus (i.e. , vertical line or horizontal line) and a tactual stimulus (i.e., rough or smooth)?
The categorization processes view (Bhatt & Wasserman, 1989; Fersen & Lea, 1990; Vaughan & Herrstein, 1987) has proposed that a concept comprises stimuli that are bound together by relations that are based solely on perceptual similarity. That is, stimulus classes formation is caused by categorization of stimuli based on simple similarity between stimuli.
Experimental support for these proposals can be found in Vaughan and Herrstein (1987) where pigeons worked on concurrent VI schedules with the alternations signaled by slides either containing trees or not. Responding to the two alternatives was well described by the generalized matching equation with substantial undermatching. Using an adaptation of the matching law, it was estimated that the pigeons were correctly classing 82-95% of exemplars. The matching performance transferred to new exemplars of trees and nontrees with only slight generalization decrement. The pigeons appeared to be discriminating among exemplars even when the alternatives provided equal rates of reinforcement and the average relative performances were close to 50%. (See also Bhatt & Wasserman, 1989, and Fersen & Lea, 1990) . The two pairs of stimuli (i.e., vertical-horizontal stripes as visual stimuli and smooth-rough as tactual stimuli) have no simple similarity between them. Thus, it is very difficult for rats to form a visual stimulus-tactual stimulus association on the basis of simple similarity between these stimuli. The expectation according to the categorization processes view based on simple similarity between these stimuli is that rats cannot form cross-modal stimulus classes. Nakagawa (1992) has proposed a theory of concept formation, cueassociations theory, which assumes that the same mechanism is responsible for cross-modal stimulus class formation. According to Nakagawa, during the original training on two concurrent discriminations, animals learn a connection between a positive stimulus and an approach response as well as a connection between a negative stimulus and an avoidance response for each discrimination task. During overtraining they also form stimulus-stimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli with the same response assignment. Thus, animals learn to associate the two positive stimuli as well as to associate the two negative stimuli. The associations between the two positive stimuli and between the two negative stimuli are called "cue associations." These stimulusstimulus associations produce "an acquired equivalence" effect, whereby stimuli associated with the same consequence show enhanced generalization. One consequence of such stimulus-stimulus associations is that there will be a transfer of appropriate responding from one positive (or negative) stimulus to the other positive (or negative) stimulus in reversal learning. In contrast, there are no cue associations present to mediate the synergistic interaction between discriminations in the absence of overtraining . Thus, cue-associations theory predicts a large positive overtraining reversal effect (ORE) in the whole condition . 8y contrast, in the presence of cue associations, continued training with the nonreversed discrimination during the reversal stage will lead to interference with the development of an approach response to the new positive stimulus and of an avoidance response to the new negative stimulus of the reversed discrimination in the partial condition. Consequently, cue-associations theory predicts a negative ORE in the partial condition.
Experimental support for the theory of Nakagawa can be found in experiments where during Phase 1 rats were trained to criterion , or were overtrained, on two concurrent discriminations (A1+ vs. A2.-, 81+ vs. 82-) (Nakagawa, 1986 (Nakagawa, , 1992 (Nakagawa, , 1998 ). For Phase 2 they then received either partial reversal (e.g. , A 1-vs. A2+, 81 + vs. 82-) or whole (e.g. , A 1-vs. A2+, 81-vs. 82+). For overtrained rats the reversal was mastered more rapidly when both discriminations were reversed than when only one discrimination was reversed. A similar difference was not evident in rats that had not been overtrained in Phase 1 . These results can be explained if associations develop between stimuli that signal similar outcomes. See also Zentall, Steirn , Sherburne, and Urcuioli (1991) and Delius, Ameling, Lea, and Staddon (1995) .
The purpose of the present experiment is to determine whether or not rats form stimulus classes between the discriminative stimuli of two different sensory modalities during overtraining in concurrent discriminations (i.e. , cross-modal stimulus class). The theory of Nakagawa (1992) predicts that rats form stimulus classes between the discriminative stimuli of two different sensory modalities as well as of a same sensory modality.
Rats were concurrently trained to discriminate four simple stimuli [A (visual modality stimulus), 8 (visual modality stimulus) , C (tactual modality stimulus), D (tactual modality stimulus) for example] where responses to the two stimuli were rewarded (A+ C+ for example) and responses to the other stimuli were not rewarded (8-D-for example) to reach a criterion or were overtrained in a Y maze. After completing the original training, they were run either a whole reversal condition (W) or a partial reversal condition (P) to reach a criterion in the shift learning. The expectations according to cue-associations theory (Nakagawa, 1978 (Nakagawa, , 1986 (Nakagawa, , 1992 (Nakagawa, , 1998 are that rats of the whole condition take fewer days to criterion in reversal after overtraining than after criterion training, whereas those of the partial condition take more days to criterion in reversal after overtraining than after criterion training.
One further group was included in this study, in order to examine whether or not the effects of overtraining on reversal learning in concurrent discriminations differed from those in a single discrimination. Hence, the second purpose of the present experiment was to determine the source of the whole-partial reversal effect found in Nakagawa (1978 Nakagawa ( , 1986 Nakagawa ( , 1992 Nakagawa ( , 1998 , that is, whether or not the effect was caused by a facilitation of reversal in the whole condition, a retardation in the partial condition, or a combination of these two effects, by comparing reversal in the whole and partial conditions with that in a single discrimination in the two different sensory modalities of visual and tactual discriminations. Rats were trained to discriminate two simple stimuli (C and D for example) where responses to the one stimulus were rewarded (C+ for example) and responses to the other stimulus were not rewarded (D-for example) to reach a criterion or were overtrained. After completing the original training, they were run in a reversal condition to reach a criterion in the reversal learning (Single condition; S).
As above mentioned, according to cue-associations theory, the reversal of one discrimination after overtraining in the whole condition should exert a synergistic influence upon the reversal of the other discrimination via the cue associations between the positive and negative stimuli formed during overtraining. Consequently, reversal should be faster in the whole condition than in the control condition in which this synergistic effect cannot operate. Overtraining with a single discrimination precludes the development of cue associations. In the presence of cue associations, continued training with the nonreversed discrimination during reversal will lead to interference with the development of an approach response to the new positive stimulus and of an avoidance response to the new negative stimulus of the reversed discrimination. Consequently, the partial condition should exhibit retarded reversal learning relative to the control condition after overtraining.
Method

Subjects
Forty-two experimentally naive Sprague-Dawley albino rats (20 females and 22 males) were used. They were about 150 days old with an initial average body weight of 266 g. Animals were handled for 5 min a day for 10 days and were maintained on a daily 2-hr feeding schedule prior to the experiment. The amount of food in the daily ration was gradually reduced until the body weight of each animal reached 80% of the baseline weight at the start of the experiment. Water was always available for animals in their individual home cages. Animals were maintained on a 8:16-hr lightdark cycle, with lights off at 9:00 p.m.
Apparatus
A modified Y maze shown in Figure 1 was used. The starting box measured 15 cm in height, 12 cm in width, and 16 cm in length. The distance from the starting box to the bifurcation was 46 cm. The arms of the Y maze were 87 cm in length. At the end of each arm was a goal box, 15 cm in height, 15 cm in width, and 22 cm in length. A guillotine door was located at the front of the starting box. At the entrance of the goal box a piece of cardboard was placed which served as a discriminandum. A gap over which animals had to jump (15 cm in depth, 12 cm in width, and 15 = goal box; GO = guillotine door; S8 = starting box; SC = stimulus card; SP = stimulus plate;
cm in length) was located 20 cm in front of the goal box. The apparatus was painted medium-gray inside and lit throughout the experiment by two 10-W fluorescent lamps suspended 45 cm above the top of both arms. The apparatus was covered by brown Plexiglas except the starting box, each terrace, and each goal box.
Stimuli
Stimulus cards of a vertical-horizontal discrimination task were 12-cm squares of cardboards. Each square was presented at the entrance of each goal box and served as an entrance door. They were arranged so that the card serving as the correct door could be pushed down easily, thus permitting animals to gain entrance into the goal box, while the card denoting the incorrect door was locked. For the vertical-horizontal discrimination task vertically striped and horizontally striped squares were used, which had alternating black and white lines, 1 cm in width. A medium-gray rubber mat having four projections of 3 mm in height per 1 cm 2 (12 cm in width and 20 cm in length) (rough stimulus) and a mediumgray frosted glass plate (12 cm in width and 20 cm in length) (smooth stimulus) were used for a rough-smooth discrimination task. They were presented at 3 cm in front of the gap in the runway. The brown Plexiglas covering the apparatus and the frosted glass plate as the smooth stimulus allowed the colors of the different surfaces of the two tactual stimuli to be matched for luminance and they eliminated potentially different shadows cast by the two tactual stimuli as much as possible. Thus, both rough and smooth stimuli were detected solely on the basis of tactual receptors and not on the basis of visual cues. On the rough-smooth discrimination trials, a medium-gray stimulus was presented at the entrance of each goal box in place of the vertical and horizontal stripes. They were arranged so that the card serving as the correct door could be pushed down easily, while the card denoting the incorrect door was locked.
Procedure
Pretraining. Animals were given pretraining for 8 days prior to the beginning of discrimination training. On Day 1 animals were allowed to explore the apparatus for two periods of 10 min. From Day 2 to Day 4 they were trained to push down a stimulus card and enter the goal box to obtain food for 10 daily trials. The gap between the arms and goal boxes was not present for this stage of the experiment. From Day 5 to Day 8 they were trained to jump over the gap for 10 trials a day. On the last day all animals jumped over the 15-cm gap. They were given the same number of trials on each arm during pretraining. Medium-gray stimulus cards were used during this period.
Discrimination training (original learning). Of 42 animals, 28 were concurrently trained for 12 trials a day with two discrimination tasks: smooth versus rough and vertical versus horizontal stripes. That is, they were concurrently trained for six trials a day with the smooth-rough discrimination task and for six trials a day with the vertical-horizontal stripes discrimination task at random. Training continued until a criterion had been reached of 11 correct trials out of a possible 12 for each discrimination over 2 successive days combined. A self-correction method was used in which, if animals made an error, they were allowed to return to the choice point and select a correct stimulus. The positive and negative stimuli were counterbalanced. The order of trials with the two tasks followed four predetermined random sequences. The position of a positive stimulus also followed four predetermined random sequences. The remaining 14 animals were run for 6 trials a day on only the rough-smooth discrimination with the self-correction method. At the end of a trial, animals were removed from the goal box by the experimenter and placed in an individual cage. Animals were given two 45-mg milk pellets when they made a correct response. Intertrial intervals ranged from 4 to 8 min.
Half of the animals received the same training for a further 20 days after reaching the original learning criterion (Group aT), whereas the remaining animals received no further training in the original task once they had reached this criterion (Group NOT).
Reversal learning. After completing the original learning, animals trained concurrently in Phase 1 were then divided into two subgroups (W and P), matched with respect to the number of days to criterion. The two discriminations were reversed in Group W. Only the rough-smooth discrimination task was reversed in Group P, and these animals continued to receive the same vertical-horizontal stripe discrimination training as in Phase 1. In Group S the rough-smooth task was reversed. Other aspects of the procedure were the same as during the original training.
Results
Original learning. The group mean days-to-criterion in Phase 1 are showed in Table 1 . An ANOVA using group (W vs. P vs. S) and overtraining (aT vs. NOT) was performed on the number of days to criterion on the rough-smooth discrimination task, which revealed that neither main effects nor the interaction were significant (all Fs < 1). The percentage of errors during overtraining was 9.8% for both Groups Wand P, and 12% for Group S.
Reversal learning. Acquisition of Phase 2 reversal by Group OT was compared with acquisition of the corresponding reversal learning in Group NOT. These data are illustrated in Figure 2 . A 3 x 2 ANOVA using (W vs. P vs. S) and overtraining (OT vs. NOT) performed on the number of days to criterion on the common reversal task (rough-smooth task), which is shown in Figure 2 . The analysis yielded a significant Group x Overtraining interaction, F(2, 36) = 48.79, p< .001, and a significant main effect of overtraining, F(1, 36) = 21.31, P < .001 , and a significant main effect of group, F(1 , 36) = 9.73, P < .01. Overtraining significantly facilitated reversals of both Groups W, F (1,36) = 42.20, P < .001, and S, F(1, 36) = 47.SS, P < .001, whereas it significantly retarded reversal of Group P, F(1, 36) = 29.67, P < .001. After overtraining there was a significant difference in the number of days to criterion among these three groups of W, P, and S, F(2, 36) = 37.21, P < .001. A Scheffe test was run to analyze differences in the number of days to criterion among the three groups: Group W reversed more rapidly than Group P, F(1, 18) = 90.S6, P < .001 , and Group S, F(1, 18) = 9.3S, P < .01. Group S also significantly reversed more rapidly than Group P did, F(1, 18) = 41.72, P < .001.
After criterion training there was a significant difference in the number of days to criterion among these three groups, F(2, 36) = 21.78, P < .001.
A Scheffe test was run to analyze differences in the number of days to criterion among the three groups: Group P significantly reversed more rapidly than either Group S, F(1, 18) = 3S.39, P < .001, or Group W, F(1, 18) = 9.9S, P < .01. Group W learned their reversal faster than Group S, F(1, 18) = 7.81, p< .OS. the nonreversal discrimination task (the vertical-horizontal stripe task) of Group P, a special criterion was devised: If animals made more than two errors out of six daily trials, the day was determined as a retention loss day. For Group P, only the smooth-rough task of the two discrimination tasks was reversed, whereas the other (i.e., the vertical-horizontal stripes task) was maintained as in original training. Thus, if performance on the two discriminations is independent, animals in Group P should make no error on the vertical-horizontal stripes task (i.e., nonreversal task) trials. If they made spontaneous errors for the reversal stage, they should make no more than one error out of six daily trials. Consequently, the retention loss measure implies that performance on the two discrimination tasks is no longer independent, that is, degree of the development of associations between the discriminative stimuli that signal either reward, or nonreward , in the two tasks. The means and SOS of the retention loss days of Group P in the vertical-horizontal stripe task were follows: 9.00 (SO = 7.07) for Group P-OT and 2.14 (SO= 2.47) for Group P-NOT. Overtraining significantly increased the number of retention loss days in the verticalhorizontal stripe task, ~12) = 2.24, P < .05.
Discussion
The main purpose of the present study was to investigate whether or not rats formed stimulus classes between the discriminative stimuli of two different sensory modalities (cross-modal stimulus classes): visual sensory modality and tactual sensory modality during overtraining in two concurrent discriminations as well as between the discriminative stimuli of the same sensory modality. In the present experiment, 28 of 42 rats were concurrently trained with two concurrent discrimination tasks: vertical stripes versus horizontal stripes (visual sensory modality task) and rough versus smooth (tactual sensory modality task) to criterion or were overtrained. After completing Phase 1 training, they received either partial reversal (P) or whole reversal (W). The remaining 14 rats were trained with only the rough-smooth discrimination task to criterion or were overtrained, and then received its reversal (S). The basic whole-partial effect was replicated in this study in that Group W reversed faster than Group P after overtraining, but not after criterion training. Comparisons with the performance of the control group, Group S, after overtraining indicate that both a facilitation of reversal in Group Wand a retardation of reversal in Group P make a significant contribution to this effect. These findings are in line with the findings of Nakagawa (1992, Experiment 2). In addition, rats in Group P-OT showed greater retention loss of the original vertical-horizontal stripes discrimination than their counterpart that were not overtrained, Group P-NOT. These findings makes it clear that rats form stimulus classes (i.e., cross-modal stimulus classes) between the discriminative stimuli of two different sensory modalities during overtraining.
The findings in the present experiment are not accordant with those in Experiment 1 of Nakagawa (1992) . That is, there was nonsignificant difference in the rate of reversal between Groups Wand C (i.e., single discrimination group) after overtraining in Experiment 1 of Nakagawa (1992), whereas Group W reversed more rapidly than Group S after overtraining in the present experiment. Overtraining did not Significantly facilitate reversal in Group C in Experiment 1 of Nakagawa (1992) , whereas it significantly facilitated reversal in Group S in the present experiment. These differences might be due to difference in discrimination tasks (i.e., white-black and vertical-horizontal stripes tasks in Experiment 1 of Nakagawa (1992) ; vertical-horizontal stripes and smooth-rough tasks in the present experiment) employed in each experiment and to darkening the apparatus except the starting box, each terrace, and each goal box by brown Plexiglas, so that a rough stimulus and smooth stimulus were detected solely on the basis of tactual receptors and not on the basis of visual cues in the present experiment.
The findings of the present research are not readily explained by the categorization processes view on simple similarity between stimuli (Bhatt & Wasserman, 1989; Fersen & Lea, 1990; Vaughan & Hernstein, 1987) . According to the categorization processes view, stimulus-stimulus associations or stimulus classes are due to categorization of stimuli based on simple similarity between stimuli. The two pairs of stimuli used in the present experiment have no simple similarity between them . Thus, it is very difficult for rats to categorize stimuli into a class on the basis of simple similarity between stimuli. The expectation according to the categorization processes view is that the basic whole-partial reversal effect should not be confirmed in the present experiment. But the basic whole-partial reversal effect was replicated in the present experiment. By contrast, the findings of the present research are in line with the expectations according to Nakagawa's view (1978 Nakagawa's view ( , 1986 Nakagawa's view ( , 1992 Nakagawa's view ( , 1998 Nakagawa's view ( , 1999a Nakagawa's view ( , 1999b Nakagawa's view ( , 1999c Nakagawa's view ( , 1999d . Thus, the findings of the present research make it clear that stimuli or stimulus sets that are associated with same response assignment come to be classed together during overtraining on two concurrent discriminations regardless of stimulus sensory modality.
The present research has examined the effect of overtraining on reversal shifts in both concurrent discrimination tasks and a single discrimination task. Mackintosh (1962 Mackintosh ( , 1964 Mackintosh ( , 1965a Mackintosh ( , 1965b and Lawrence (1949 Lawrence ( , 1950 also have examined the effect of overtraining on reversal and non reversal shift in a single discrimination task. Both Mackintosh and Lawrence have conceptualized the overtraining reversal effect (ORE) as being the result of overtraining enhancing animals attention to the relevant dimension of the stimuli. That is, either Mackintosh's view or Lawrence's view has to do with changes in selective attention to the physical dimension of the stimuli. The expectations according to either Mackintosh's view or Lawrence's view are that overtraining should facilitate reversal learning of each condition: Group W, Group P, and Group S so that there should be nonsignificant difference in the rate of reversal learning after overtraining. Or if there were significant difference in the rate of reversal learning among these three groups after criterion training, the same difference in the rate of reversal learning as after criterion training should then be observed among these three groups after overtraining. The findings of the present experiment, however, did not agree with these expectations. By contrast, the theory of Nakagawa (1978 Nakagawa ( , 1986 Nakagawa ( , 1992 Nakagawa ( , 1998 Nakagawa ( , 1999a Nakagawa ( , 1999b Nakagawa ( , 1999c Nakagawa ( , 1999d has argued that both the whole-partial effect and the pattern of OREs can be explained in terms of associations between the discriminative stimuli established during overtraining. According to the theory of Nakagawa, as a result of these cue associations, the reversal of the one discrimination after overtraining in the whole condition should exert a synergistic influence upon the reversal of the other discrimination. Each reinforcement of the new positive stimulus in one discrimination should not only enhance the strength of the approach response to this stimulus but also augment the same response to the new positive stimulus in the other discrimination via the cue association between the positive stimuli formed during overtraining. Correspondingly, the consequences of nonreinforcement of the new negative stimulus should also transfer between discriminations. Consequently, reversal should be faster in the whole condition than in the control condition in which this synergistic effect cannot operate. Overtraining with a single discrimination, as in Group S, precludes the development of cue associations. Furthermore, cue-association theory predicts a large positive ORE in the whole condition because in the absence of overtraining there are no cue associations present to mediate the synergistic interaction between discriminations.
A parallel explanation can be given for the retarded reversal expected in the partial condition after overtraining. In the presence of cue associations, continued training with the non reversed discrimination during the reversal stages will lead to interference with the development of an approach response to the new positive stimulus and of an avoidance response to the new negative stimulus of the reversed discrimination. Consequently, Group P should exhibit both retarded reversal learning relative to the control condition after overtraining and a negative ORE.
Further Nakagawa (1999c) has reported that one stimulus has both the unlearned representation of itself and the learned representation of the other stimulus with the same response assignment during enough overtraining in concurrent discriminations in rats, so that rats dissociate between stimulus dimensions. At the same time they form stimulus classes between the discriminative stimuli with the same response assignment. Nakagawa's view (1978 Nakagawa's view ( , 1986 Nakagawa's view ( , 1992 Nakagawa's view ( , 1998 Nakagawa's view ( , 1999a Nakagawa's view ( , 1999b Nakagawa's view ( , 1999c Nakagawa's view ( , 1999d ) has more to do with cognitive categorization than changes in selective attention to the physical dimensions of stimuli. The findings of the present experiment did agree with the expectations according to Nakagawa's view. Nakagawa (1998) reported that rats learned the partial reversal more rapidly than the whole reversal after zero days of overtraining (OT-O) and two days of overtraining (OT-2), whereas they learned the whole reversal faster than the partial reversal after enough overtraining . And the rate of the acquisition of reversal learning in the whole condition generated an inverted U-shaped curve with a peak in the OT-2 condition as a function of overtraining days, whereas that of the partial condition generated a linear function as a function of overtraining days. These findings after zero days of overtraining and two days of overtraining were consistent with the expectation according to Mackintosh's view (1965a) and Lawrence's view (1949 Lawrence's view ( , 1950 , whereas the finding after enough overtraining was not consistent with the expectation according to their views. Thus, Nakagawa's view (1978 Nakagawa's view ( , 1986 Nakagawa's view ( , 1992 Nakagawa's view ( , 1998 Nakagawa's view ( , 1999a Nakagawa's view ( , 1999b Nakagawa's view ( , 1999c Nakagawa's view ( , 1999d is not necessarily in conflict with either Mackintosh's view or Lawrence's view. Conversely, it seems likely that in nature both principles may often act in consonance. That is, a few days of overtraining results in increment attention to the relevant dimension of the stimulus as proposed by Mackintosh (1965a) , or an acquired distinctiveness of cues as proposed by Lawrence (1949 Lawrence ( , 1950 , whereas enough overtraining results in categorization of the discriminative stimuli with the same response assignment in concurrent discriminations. This is supported by the findings of Nakagawa (1998 Nakagawa ( , 1999a Nakagawa ( , 1999b Nakagawa ( , 1999c Nakagawa ( , 1999d . The findings of the present research reported here make it clear that rats form stimulus classes between the discriminative stimuli of two different sensory modalities (e.g. , visual and tactual modality) with the same response assignment during overtraining in two concurrent discriminations as well as between the discriminative stimuli of the same sensory modality: the demonstration of cross-modal class membership in rats is a novel contribution to the literature.
